Let C denote the set of continuous functions mapping [0,1] into itself endowed with sup norm. It is proved that the set {f ° f: f & C} is nowhere dense in C .
Let C denote the set of continuous functions mapping [0,1] into itself endowed with sup norm. Humke and Laczkovich [1, 2] investigated the structure 2 2 of the set W = {f°f: f e C} . They proved that W is an analytic non-Borel subset of C. They also proved that W is not everywhere dense in C. The author of this paper proved that W2 is a set of first category [5] and of zero Wiener measure [4] . Our aim here is to prove the Theorem. W is nowhere dense in C.
For f e C and « e N we define f"(x) by induction:
f(x) = f(fn-\x)) with f\x) = f(x).
For each « e N Pj denotes the set of periodic points of / with period « and Fix(/") = {x: f(x) = x} ; then P) = Fix(f")\\Jk<n Fix(fk). The closed interval with endpoints a and b will be denoted by (a, b) even if b < a. We put
It is easy to see that PL is dense in C. We show that PL c K, from which it follows that K = C since K is closed in C. Let / e PL and e > 0 be fixed. We show that there exists ô > 0 and there is g e B(f,e) such that B(g, 6) n W2 = 0. Since / e PL card(Fix(/)) is odd, assume that 2« + 1 = card(Fix(/)).
Furthermore let q = px ■ p2.Ptn+\) where 5 < //] < p2 < ■ ■■ < P,n+l) are prime numbers. Then Fix(f9) is a finite set since / € PL. Write m = card(Fix(/") -Fix(/)).
Lemma 0. There exist positive numbers Sx, S2 such that e/1 > 5X > 62 > 0 and
and \t -x\ < ôx then f(t) exists;
(ii) if he B(f, S2) then Fix(h") c \Jx€r-ix(f)(x -ôx,x + ôx);
h\(x -S., x + SA) n hk((y -âx,y + ôx)) = 0.
Proof of Lemma 0. Choose 0 < nx so that it satisfies the following conditions: nx < e/2; nx < min{|jc -y\: x, y e Fix(fq), x ^ y}, and if x e Fix(f) with \t -x\ < nx then t e Df. This is possible because / e PL. We define 0 < n2 so that n2 < nx/l0 and \x -y\ < w2 =► max \f'(x) -f'(y)\ <nx/l0 0<i<q for every x, y e [0, 1]. Put ôx = n2 and define 0 < n3 < 6X so that n3 < min{\fq(y)-y\: y e[0, 1] and dist(y, Fix(fq)) >SX}. We know that n3>0, thus we can choose 0 < r\A so that nA < n3 and (*) h e B(f, n4) => mm{\hq(y)-y\:dist(y,Fix(f)) > ôx} > n3/l.
Choose 0 < n5 so that n5 < n4 and if « e B(f, n5) then max0<(<¡? \\f -h'\\ < n4 . We put S2 = n5. It is obvious that (i) is fulfilled and that (*) implies (ii). To see that (iii) holds let h, I, k, x, y satisfy the conditions listed in (iii). Let zx e (x-ôx, x + ôx), z2e (y -ôx, y + ôx) be arbitrary. We have to show that « (z,) ^ h (z2). We The main steps of the proof
To facilitate the presentation we will briefly outline the elements involved in our proof. There are two basic steps.
Step I. In order to define a function g e B(f, e) and find a suitable ô > 0 so that B(g, 6) n W2 = 0 we will first describe a technique for construction of a function Of7), for a preassigned p > 5 and interval / C [0, 1]. Then we pick intervals 7; c U¡ for I < i < n + I. The function g will differ from / only on IJ"^,1 U¡. On each /., it will be a special function 'O^j, derived from the technique. On the remainder of each C/^/,-g will be defined so that
(ii) it has no odd order periodic points in U"=i (.U¡\I¡).
Then the ô is chosen so that any function v e B(g, a) will have at least m + 1 periodic orbits of period pt in U¡, I < i < n + I.
Step 1. We will examine, via 4 lemmas, the possible locations of periodic orbits of period /z; for any function v e B(g, ô). It will be shown that the assumptions v e B(g, a) and v = h for some h e C are self-contradictory.
Step 1 Proof of (A) and(B). Let d0-y < x < d0-y/3 and d0 + y/3 < y < d0 + y . Since the absolute value of the slope of O^ above A¡ (0 </<//-1) equals to 0.9 it is implied that if H/z-O^I < y-(0.9)p/30 then h"(x) > d0 and hp(y) < d0 . So the interval (x, y) contains a periodic point of Op with period p (this proves (A)), but x, y are not periodic points of O^ with period p so we have proved (B) as well.
Proof of (C). The fact that {jef}f¿ is a periodic orbit of O'' implies that there exists 0 < 1 < p -1 such that &(xt) < x¡ whence x¡> d' + y . Without loss of generality we may assume that / = 0. If xk> dp_2 for every 0 < k < p -I then xx, x3, ... , xp_2, x0 e [dp_2 + y, d' -y] which contradicts the fact that x0 > d' + y (see Figure 1 ).
For an arbitrary interval / let t; denote the similarity transformation mapping [0,1] onto / . We define tfI)(x) = TI(<bP(Tj\x))) (xei). We next define g e C as follows (see Figure 2) . We put g(x) = f(x) if ,n+l Let 1 < i < « + 1 be fixed. We choose an interval /■ c Ui with midpoint ai suchthat |/(.| < <52/(2|/'(<2/)|). Let g be linear decreasing on both components of c/;\/, and
Thus we have g e CnB(f,â2). Put S = min^^^, |Qm(/í)|/100. Let I < i < n + I be fixed and let 4 = 1^) (/c = 0, 1, 2, ... ,P¡ -1).
Proposition 1. We can see that if \\h -g\\ < à then:
(a) For every 1 < i < n + 1 « has at least one periodic orbit with period pi in \%£ot{4) (j = 0,l,...,m).
(b) // / is a divisor of q then Plh n (UAIA = 0 (see Figure 2 ). We now proceed to our Step 2.
Step 2
Suppose that \p2 e B(g, §). Let n > 0 be so small that cp2 e B(g, S)
holds for every tp e B(\p, r\). In [3, Theorem 1] it is proved that: there exists a residual subset A of C such that for every cp e A and u, v e N, every neighbourhood of any periodic point of cp with period v contains periodic points of (p with period uv .
Choose tp e B(ip, n)C\A and put « = cp2. Let 1 < i < « + 1 and 0 < j < m arbitrary. From Proposition 1 we know that [fk'~0 Q^{Ai ) contains a periodic orbit {xk }£'=0 of « with period pi. Since « = cp one can easily see that either there is a periodic orbit {ak}PA^ of cp with period 2/z. such that a2k = xk (k = 0, I, ... , p¿-I) or {x¿}£'~0 is a periodic orbit of cp itself. In the latter case, using the previous statement with v = //, and u = 1, we get that there We will show this is impossible via the four lemmas. We use the notation of Proposition 1; clearly we may assume that a2k e £lj(Ak) (0<k<Pi-l).
Lemma 1. {#2A:-i}>=i ,s not contained in Ui.
Proof of Lemma 1. We actually prove more; namely, (i) {>2A:-i}/c'=i is not contained in \JPk'~0 £V(A), (ii) {d2k_]}Pk=l is not contained in Q^(I¡) and then (iii) {a2k_x}Pk=x is not contained in U¡.
Assume first that
Since <p(a2p_x) = a0 and a0 e ClJ(A'0), a2p¡_2 e ClJ(Ap¡_x) (see Figure 1) we have [a'0,a2p_2] c <p((a2p_x, a2p_3)) thus cp((a2p_'x, a2p_3)) contains {a2A._,}^=1 except for (at most) two elements. Thus cp ({o_ _x, a2p _3)) 3 {a2, aA, ... , a2p_4} and this implies that Finally suppose {^-J/tU c ^A^C*) ■ Since //, is a divisor of g it follows from Proposition 1 that it is enough to show that {o2k_i}k=l is not contained in It. Suppose that Then there exists 0< 1 < j such that {a2k_x}p,i=x C Cll(I¡)\Q'(I¡), this follows from (ii). Since {o.2k_x}Pk=x is a periodic orbit of « with period p¡, there are odd numbers 1 < mx, m2 < lpt-1 such that h(am ) > am and h(am ) < am .
From (C) it follows that
Therefore a2p _5 e cp2((a0, a2 _2)) ç h(QJ(Ii) C £V (/,-)) > which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. If jx¿j, 0 < ;, < m is fixed, and if {yk}fâ C IJ^o' &1 (A) is a periodic orbit of « and {¿/}/f 0~ is a periodic orbit of cp such that yk = b2k e Q,j' (A¡ ) (k = 0, I, ... , p¡ -I), then there do not exist indices 0 < j2, j3 < lPi -I : I < Ja < m sucn that a¡ , b¡ e W. . 
and thus a0 e cp ((b2 _,, b2 _3)). This is a contradiction since a0 £ cp (//) 'i 'i (see Figure 1) .
Next suppose that {a2A._j }^'=1 C Qm+1(7, ) (see Figure 3) . Then for every 2p -1 0 < z < m we choose a periodic orbit of ç?, {b¡ }¡Jq , so that bz2leQz(4) (/ = 0, l,...,//,-l).
It follows from Lemma 2 that there exists 0 < zQ < m such that {bz2t_x}P'=x does not intersect any W¡. Since {¿2/°-if/=i is a periodic orbit of «, it intersects some Uk or Figure 3 rules between {ak}k% ' and {b¡0}¡J¿ was investigated in the first part of this proof showing that this is impossible.
We shall write Ui -V, if there is a periodic orbit {ak}klA of cp such that {u;y}¿¿ c Ui and {a2l_x}PAx C V,. Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 imply that for every 1 < i < « + 1 there exists 1 < j < « such that Uj -^ . We continue with this process of checking the condition and deleting until we have either the condition fulfilled or have deleted down to two U's and only one V . Then the desired condition will hold.
Let i, j, k be as in Lemma 4. Then, since i < j < k , we have both cp(V.) n Ui / 0 and cp'VA) n Uk # 0 and çz(F;.) D Fy. This implies <p2(Vj) r)U¡^0 and çp in turn contradicts Lemma 0. This completes the proof of the theorem.
